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State To Debate

With City Colleges

Team To Meet Yeshiva College Tomorrow Night in New York

The Slate college men's debate team will meet Yeshivah college at Washington Heights on this date in the annual debate of the Columbia-Wake Forest-Yeshivah-State debate tournament. The Slate team will argue that the federal government should aid the states to control the manufacture and sale of armaments.

Defenders of the federal government claim that the need for control is self-evident when it is considered that the federal government is already the manufacturer and seller of munitions. The Yeshivah team will argue that private manufacturers are best fitted to control the manufacture and sale of armaments.

There will be freshman debating try-outs tomorrow night. They will be held in room 28 of Richardson hall at 4:15 P.M. The starting line-up for Slate will likely consist of Bancroft and Murray, McConville, '35, into pledge membership, and Fields, '31, to head the alumni in the annual grudge game.

The Slate men's debating team will open its court campaign tomorrow night on the Page ball court in the first of eight days. The Slate live will tackle the Alumni in the annual grudge game in eight days.

The Slate college men's debate team is composed of Bancroft, Murray, McConville, '35, into pledge membership, and Fields, '31, to head the alumni in the annual grudge game.
Junior Class Plans

Potter Inducts Ten
As Full Members

Boulevard Cafeteria
and Grill

1200 CENTRAL AVENUE
ALBANY, N. Y.

State Vanquishes
Middlebury Five
With 58-53 Score
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Land Sakes!
I do believe I'll try one

— they all keep saying...
THEY'RE MILD
— and I hear them say...
THEY TASTE BETTER
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